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Oxford Learners Pocket Dictionary
"Based on the New Oxford dictionary of English"--Preface.
Covers the vocabulary of modern Greek with more than 45,000 entries in Greek and English,
and thousands of current idioms.
A concise explanation of a key element of the English language: verbs and tenses Helps you
avoid mistakes with tips and examples of common errors Gives examples from spoken and
written English Written by grammar expert Jon Hird, who teaches English at the University of
Oxford
A practical illustrated dictionary that is easy to carry around.
The Oxford Learner's Dictionary of Academic English helps students learn the words and
phrases used in academic writing, and how to use them in their own academic written work.
With Oxford Academic iWriter on CD-ROM.

2,000 words at each level show the meaning and how words work in context 'I can...'
approach to each unit so students can see learning goals Fully integrated Super Skills
CD-ROM with interactive listening and speaking activities and pronunciation model for
every vocabulary item 'Cover and check' card makes it easy for students to test
themselves Regular review units so students can check progress
"Contains the Oxford learner's thesaurus, printable topic maps, exercices, study pages
and thesaurus trainer"--Étiquette.
Oxford Learner's Pocket DictionaryA pocket-sized reference to English vocabularyOUP
Oxford
This title presents an in-depth treatment of over 22,000 words, phrases and meanings.
Informed by the 85-million-word Oxford Corpus of academic English, which includes a
broad range of textbooks and academic journals from 26 different disciplines within the
subject areas of humanities, social sciences, life sciences and physical sciences.
Corpus-based examples show words in genuine academic contexts and help students
use words correctly.
Up to 12 synonyms given for each of 5,000 key words Different terms are clearly
marked, for example, British/American, formal/informal, approving or disapproving 100s
of notes help identify the exact differences between pairs of synonyms Patterns and
collocations help learners use the synonyms in context

The New Oxford Picture Dictionary and its components provide a complete, fourskills language development program. The program is: * Practical - a wide range
of topics introduce new words in their most common context. * Easy to use vocabulary items are presented without ambiguity or the need for translation. *
Versatile - the Dictionary itself and its components have unlimited applications. *
Flexible - the Dictionary can be used alone or with its components.
New edition! The perfect dictionary for quick, on-the-go language reference.
Features 40,000 entries. Clear, concise, definitions, variant spellings, and
pronunciations. Includes a brief guide to punctuation.
The Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary gives the vital support which
advanced students need, especially with the essential skills: reading, writing,
listening and speaking. In the book: * 170,000 words, phrases and examples *
New words: so your English stays up-to-date * Colour headwords: so you can
find the word you are looking for quickly * Idiom Finder * 200 'Common Learner
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Error' notes show how to avoid common mistakes * 25,000 collocations show the
way words work together * Colour pictures: 16 full page colour pictures On the
CD-ROM: * Sound: recordings in British and American English, plus practice
tools to help improve pronunciation * UNIQUE! Smart Thesaurus helps you
choose the right word * QUICKfind looks up words for you while you are working
or reading on screen * UNIQUE! SUPERwrite gives on screen help with
grammar, spelling and collocation when you are writing * Hundreds of interactive
exercises
Featuring a dictionary and thesaurus combined, the 'Pocket Oxford Dictionary
and Thesaurus' provides the essential language reference help you need in a
single portable volume.
Oxford Learner's Pocket Word Skills can help students increase their vocabulary
in one compact easy-to- use book.How? It includes a wide range of subjects
covering every day topics as well as topics such as the natural world,
communication technology and society. There are also sections on Writing in
English, Written exam questions and Spoken English. It includes most of the
topics commonly found in course books but teaches a range of vocabulary that
course books just don't have space for.The 3,500 words and phrases presented
in the book correspond to CEF levels B1-C2 with particular emphasis on B2 and
C1 making it ideal for students who are preparing for IELTS, Cambridge English:
First or Cambridge English: Advanced.The popular red 'cover and check' card
allows students to test themselves on new vocabulary by making the new words
in the tables, or glossary, disappear. They can then try to remember the word or
phrase that is being defined. They can do this as many times as they like until
they are sure they have learned it.
Up-to-date vocabulary with new words from British and American English Oxford 3000TM
keywords (the most important words to learn in English) are marked with a key symbol Corpusbased examples show how words are used Lots of help with irregular forms and spelling
Explains thousands of idioms and phrasal verbs
"Essential vocabulary, clear translations, usage and grammar help in this Latin-English
dictionary."--Publisher's description.
An invaluable pocket dictionary for Greek-speaking learners of English.
A parody of dictionaries offers tongue-in-cheek definitions of words, phrases, and expressions,
and identifies people and places
A new, comprehensive German dictionary with curriculum vocabulary, full verb tables and
colour supplement with useful phrases. It fulfils OCR exam requirements and can be taken in
to exams. Key words are highlighted to prepare for exams, cultural information is given, as well
as extra support for tricky language issues.

First published in 1976, the Australian Pocket Oxford Dictionary has remained
Australia's best-selling dictionary. The seventh edition retains the popular
features of previous editions and adds many new Australian and international
words and meanings. All Australian words and meanings are labelled with an
Aust. regional marker. The seventh edition of the Australian Pocket Oxford
Dictionary is an indispensable guide to English as it is written and spoken in
Australia.
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Learn phrases and expressions for everyday situations Covers topics such as
sport, study, business, social events and home technology Includes information
on style, synonyms, opposites and derivatives, and common word partners
Download the wordlist at www.oup.com/elt/wordskills and test yourself on the
phrasal verbs and idioms covered in the book Written by vocabulary experts Ruth
Gairns and Stuart Redman, the authors of the popular Oxford Word Skills series
You can keep your Pocket with you all the time - when you're reading a
newspaper, working online, or studying in English. You can: look up over 30000
British and American English words and phrases; understand the clear, concise
definitions; learn new words - is it uncool to use Wap? How good are you at
multitasking? Check over 8000 examples so you use words correctly: find help
with grammar and irregular spellings.
Each of the 180 grammar topics is organized into 2-page sections Explains how
the grammar for each topic is used and how to avoid mistakes Includes a tip to
help students sound more natural Covers the topics students need to know for
the Cambridge ESOL exams (FCE, CAE and CPE).
Covers a wide range of business areas including Finance, Commerce, Marketing,
and Human Resources Up-to-date vocabulary from British and American English
Special sections help with common phrases to show words that are always used
together (e.g. competitive/high/low prices) 1,000 most important terms are
marked with a star
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